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Faces of Death Oct 31 2022 This book is base on a killer
who is disguising themselves to create havoc on
halloween night do to an incident that took place a couple
of years back. By introducing the faces of death masks to
create the following gimmicks of the horror movies to
indicate the artificial true behind the killer's schemes.
Which is the mystery that set the stage of who is the one
that is doing all of the killing. That involves around a
group of students that is attending college for the first
time.
I Am Death Aug 05 2020
Fates Worse Than Death Nov 27 2019 This is the
second volume of Vonnegutâe(tm)s autobiographical
writings âe" a collage of his own life story, snipped up
and stuck down alongside his views on everything from
suicidal depression to the future of the planet and Andrew
Lloyd Webber. Honest, dark, rambling, funny; this rare
glimpse of Vonnegut's soul is a dagger to the heart of
Western complacency.
Sudden Death Jul 24 2019 'Glorious' New York Times
'Endlessly inventive', Guardian, Best Books of 2016
'Wildly funny' Lauren Groff, author of Fates and Furies
As Caravaggio, the libertine of Italy’s art world, and the

loutish Spanish poet Quevedo aim to settle scores over the
course of one brutal tennis match, the old European order
edges closer to eruption. Across the ocean, in early
sixteenth-century Mexico, the Aztec Empire is under the
fatal grip of Hernán Cortés and his Mayan lover. While
they scheme and conquer, fight and fuck, their domestic
comedy will change the course of history, throwing the
world – and Rome’s tennis match – into a mind-bending
reverie of assassinations, executions, papal dramas, carnal
liaisons and artistic revolution. Translated by Natasha
Wimmer, the prize-winning translator of Roberto Bolaño's
The Savage Detectives and 2666.
They Both Die at the End Jun 02 2020 Adam Silvera
reminds us that there’s no life without death and no love
without loss in this devastating yet uplifting story about
two people whose lives change over the course of one
unforgettable day. #1 New York Times bestseller * 4
starred reviews * A School Library Journal Best Book of
the Year * A Kirkus Best Book of the Year * A Booklist
Editors' Choice * A Bustle Best YA Novel * A Paste
Magazine Best YA Book * A Book Riot Best Queer Book
* A Buzzfeed Best YA Book of the Year * A BookPage
Best YA Book of the Year On September 5, a little after
midnight, Death-Cast calls Mateo Torrez and Rufus
Emeterio to give them some bad news: They’re going to
die today. Mateo and Rufus are total strangers, but, for
different reasons, they’re both looking to make a new
friend on their End Day. The good news: There’s an app

for that. It’s called the Last Friend, and through it, Rufus
and Mateo are about to meet up for one last great
adventure—to live a lifetime in a single day. In the
tradition of Before I Fall and If I Stay, They Both Die at
the End is a tour de force from acclaimed author Adam
Silvera, whose debut, More Happy Than Not, the New
York Times called “profound.” Plus don't miss The First
to Die at the End: #1 New York Times bestselling author
Adam Silvera returns to the universe of international
phenomenon They Both Die at the End in this prequel.
New star-crossed lovers are put to the test on the first day
of Death-Cast’s fateful calls.
Life After Death, Powerful Evidence You Will Never Die
Nov 07 2020 What happens when we die? This new
edition of -Life After Death- adds to powerful evidence
consciousness continues the author presented in his 2015
release. He spent two years gathering information that
demonstrates this and along the way interviewed more
than a hundred experts in a number of different fields.
Among them were parapsychologists, medical doctors,
psychologists, psychiatrists, quantum physicists, and
researchers into the true nature of reality. Specific
examples are presented that indicate what happens when
we die, for example that memories can be formed and
retained despite a subject's brain having been shutdown
and the blood drained from it. Questions such as whether
or not you will be able to communicate with living loved
ones after death are addressed, if it is possible to be

reborn, and what might be missing from reproductive
theory to explain the various phenomena indicated in the
many case histories and scientific investigations
presented. All of us will someday cross the border to what
Shakespeare called -The undiscovered country.- As long
as we must make that trip, wouldn't it be smart to find out
where we are going and what to expect when we get
there?
I Am, I Am, I Am: Seventeen Brushes With Death Jul 04
2020 AS FEATURED ON DESERT ISLAND DISCS,
BIG SCOTTISH BOOK CLUB AND THE ZOE BALL
BOOKCLUB, A BOOK OF THE YEAR IN THE
SUNDAY TIMES, THE TIMES, GUARDIAN, IRISH
TIMES, OBSERVER, RED and THE TELEGRAPH.
*SHORTLISTED FOR THE PEN ACKERLEY PRIZE
FOR MEMOIR AND AUTOBIOGRAPHY 2018* I AM,
I AM, I AM is a memoir with a difference - the
unputdownable story of an extraordinary woman's life in
near-death experiences. Insightful, inspirational,
gorgeously written, it is a book to be read at a sitting, a
story you finish newly conscious of life's fragility,
determined to make every heartbeat count. A childhood
illness she was not expected to survive. A teenage
yearning to escape that nearly ended in disaster. A
terrifying encounter on a remote path. A mismanaged
labour in an understaffed hospital. Shocking, electric,
unforgettable, this is the extraordinary memoir from Costa
Novel-Award winner and Sunday Timesbestselling author

Maggie O'Farrell. It is a book to make you question
yourself. What would you do if your life was in danger,
and what would you stand to lose?
Falling for Death Sep 25 2019 Falling in love may be the
death of her.Going away to college should have been the
best part of her young life, but what Sara Donnelly finds
in the picturesque college town of New Paltz, New York
is nothing like what she expected. Hoping to escape a past
that continues to haunt her, Sara leaves her family behind
to begin a new chapter of her life, but nothing of this new
world is what it seems at first glance, especially her
mysterious Art History professor and his devastatingly
handsome teaching assistant, Daniel. Daniel Bennett, the
brooding but sexy loner who hides from the world finds
he can't hide from Sara or the sirens call of her blood.
Will his love for her greater than his undeniable lust for
her blood?Professor Jonathan Walker, the larger than life
figure who walks out of Sara's family tree only for her to
discover she's a key component in his sinister plan to
manipulate his progeny.With a fiery spirit to match her
flaming head of red hair, Sara finds her family's unique
history colliding with her present day; leaving only one
question ... will she survive to see tomorrow?
Death & Sparkles Sep 17 2021 Adventure Time meets
The Good Place in this zany-yet-philosophical graphic
novel buddy comedy about the unlikely friendship
between Death, a grim reaper who's never had a friend,
and Sparkles, The Last Unicorn, a celebrity influencer

who is somehow immune to Death's touch. Being Death is
no way to live. Sure, you're all-powerful, but collecting
souls involves a ton of paperwork, and it's impossible to
have friends when everything you touch instantly dies.
Being Sparkles the Last Unicorn isn't as fun as you'd
imagine, either. Maybe it seems like the whole world
wants to be your bestie, but really people just want you to
pose with them for selfies, or use you to help them sell
stuff. Everything changes when Death and Sparkles meet
and realize they might just be one another's first chance at
a real friend. But before they can even enjoy the
bromance, the whole world starts freaking out about this
unlikely pair. Will fame or BFFdom prevail? Laugh-outloud hilarious, gently philosophical, and full of
delightfully zany exuberance, this buddy comedy turns
friendship on its head—literally—and will have readers
believing in the power of cupcakes for breakfast and
cosmic camaraderie. HILARIOUS BUDDY COMEDY:
Move over, Wayne and Garth! Move over, Beavis and
Butthead! Readers will love this spin on the classic
mismatched BFF dynamic featuring two of the most
powerful beings around: the guy in charge of taking
everyone's life, and the most magical creature still in
existence on Earth. Never have two beings been less alike
or more adorable. PERFECT FOR RELUCTANT
READERS: With bright, vibrant illustrations, big fun
fonts, expressive sound effects throughout, an irreverent
spirit, and a heart full of cupcakes, this graphic novel will

entice even the most skeptical of young readers. BIG
THEMES: Self-awareness; empathy; bravery;
commercialism; celebrity influencers; and the courage to
stand up for what you believe in, even if that's the hard
thing to do—all of these important themes weave
throughout the book in subtle ways that will resonate with
readers without feeling heavy-handed. THE FIRST
ADVENTURE OF MANY: This is the first book in a
planned series about the adventures of Death and
Sparkles. The next book will be out in Fall 2022! LIKE
LIVING IN CANDYLAND: Rob Justus's expressive,
vivid art makes readers feel like they're living in
Candyland. With tons to see on every page, and countless
visual gags per spread, this book will delight graphic
novel fans and bring new readers to the genre. Perfect for:
• Reluctant readers • Parents • Fans of graphic novels •
Fans of unicorns • Educators
Life and Death in One Breath Oct 07 2020 For ages, most
of humanity has placed “life” and “death” at two ends of
the existential spectrum – favoring one, fearing the other
and continuously floundering between the two. Only
when someone who has consciously traversed between
both life and death offers to articulate some aspects of it,
does humanity get a glimpse of what lies beyond the
horizon of its normal perception. With his extraordinary
insights, coming from a profound inner experience,
Sadhguru reveals that life and death are, in fact, two sides
of the same coin. It is only by embracing both that we can

break the shackles of our selfmade struggles and be set
free. In his own words, he says: “Death is a cosmic joke.
If you get the joke, when you fall on the other side, it will
be wonderful. If you don’t get the joke, when you are here
you fear the other side, and when the other side comes,
you just don’t know what it is about. If death becomes a
laughing matter in your life, life becomes an utterly
effortless process – there is no need to restrain yourself in
the process of life; you can live your life absolutely,
totally.” “The distance between your life and death is just
one breath, isn’t it?” – Sadhguru
Tales from the Umbrella Academy: You Look Like
Death Library Edition Jan 22 2022 The first Umbrella
Academy tie-in series! This oversized hardcover collects
issues #1–#6 of You Look Like Death, a brand new eightpage Seance story exclusive to the hardcovers, an
expanded sketchbook section, and a foreword by Robert
Sheehan, portrayer of Klaus in the hit Netflix series, now
on Season 3! When 18-year-old Klaus gets himself kicked
out of the Umbrella Academy and his allowance
discontinued, he heads to a place where his ghoulish
talents will be appreciated—Hollywood. But after a
magical high on a stash stolen from a vampire drug lord,
Klaus needs help, and doesn't have his siblings there to
save him. Umbrella Academy creators Gerard Way and
Gabriel Bá are joined by Way's Killjoys cowriter Shaun
Simon (Collapser) and artist I.N.J. Culbard (Everything),
for a supernatural adventure featuring the breakout

character from the hit Netflix show!
Angel of Death Aug 24 2019 "The Angel of Death has
traversed the earth for over a thousand years, reaping
souls, both foe and friend. His only traveling partner
through the ages is his beloved mentor, Father Paul Notus.
When Father Notus is captured and threatened with a
gruesome death by the Mistress of London and her
Vampires, the Angel is forced into a dark world of murder
and deception to discover who is killing the Vampires of
Britain." -- Back cover
Who Fears Death Jan 28 2020 An award-winning literary
author enters the world of magical realism with her World
Fantasy Award-winning novel of a remarkable woman in
post-apocalyptic Africa. Now optioned as a TV series for
HBO, with executive producer George R.R. Martin!
Lady Death Volume 1 Hardcover Jul 28 2022 Stripped of
her magic and memory, the sword-wielding and suddenly
human Lady Death travels to exotic locations worldwide
to face terrifying enemies and reclaim her former glory.
Long ago, a young woman sacrificed her humanity to
become the otherworldly femme fatale known as Lady
Death. But now, Lady Death is no more. Stripped of her
magic and memory, dethroned by the villainous Death
Queen, and banished from the Blacklands, she escapes to
Earth during the Dark Ages in the form of an amnesiac
mortal thief named Illadra. Driven by hazy visions of her
former glory, the skillful Illadra sets off on a worldwide
quest to reclaim her fragmented power…and face the

evils that her magic has awakened. The first volume of the
new Lady Death series includes a rare prose introduction
by writer Mike Wolfer, previously only available in a
hard-to-find comic book handed out at conventions.
Book of Death TPB Nov 19 2021 The Valiant heroes. X-O
Manowar. Bloodshot. Ninjak. The Harbinger Renegades.
Unity. This is how they lived. This is how they died. Now
we know. The Book of the Geomancer has recorded it all.
But only a young girl ? the last in a line of the enigmatic
mystics who protect the Earth known as Geomancers ?
has seen this future come to pass, from the coming
cataclysm to the dawn of the 41st century. Alone with her
sworn protector, the Eternal Warrior ? a soldier battleforged across five thousand years of combat ? the duo
must defy their allies to stop the Dark Age that now
threatens to eclipse our world. Together, they are the
number one target of every hero and villain on Earth.
Either the Eternal Warrior hands her over?or they take
him down. But can even he single-handedly protect one
child when the entire Valiant Universe wages war against
him? New York Times best-selling writer Robert Venditti
(X-O MANOWAR) joins superstar-in-the-making Robert
Gill (Batgirl) and visionary artist Doug Braithwaite
(ARMOR HUNTERS) to begin a thousand-year journey
into the future of the Valiant Universe?and rain, fire,
blood and war on the heroes of today. Collecting: BOOK
OF DEATH #1?4.
The Legendary Rabbit of Death - volume one

[paperback] Dec 29 2019 The Rabbit of Death lives in
the 'Cave of Everlasting Terror'. He rides out each day on
his huge motorcycle to bring humorous chaos to the lives
of rabbits in need of change. They greet him with
trepidation, as he can be gruff and strange - but he is a
kindly figure, even though he has a strange and startling
way of helping. The rabbits he helps, join him in his
mysterious world becoming the Rabbits of: Peace, Special
Powers, Rainbows and Flyingness. But there are villains
in the small Welsh rabbit town - the horrible chainsmoking rats Morgoth and Sowgoth Gizzardswill. The
Rabbit of Death has to deal with them. These stories
overflow with humour, word-play, and weird surprises.
They carry a heart-warming message: everyone has skills
and qualities that can be developed. Anyone can learn to
become kind, creative, happy, and exciting.
The Legendary Rabbit of Death - volume one Dec 21
2021 The Rabbit of Death lives in the ‘Cave of
Everlasting Terror’. He rides out each day on his huge
motorcycle to bring humorous chaos to the lives of rabbits
in need of change. They greet him with trepidation, as he
can be gruff and strange - but he is a kindly figure, even
though he has a strange and startling way of helping. The
rabbits he helps, join him in his mysterious world
becoming the Rabbits of: Peace, Special Powers,
Rainbows and Flyingness. But there are villains in the
small Welsh rabbit town - the horrible chain-smoking rats
Morgoth and Sowgoth Gizzardswill. The Rabbit of Death

has to deal with them. These stories overflow with
humour, word-play, and weird surprises. They carry a
heart-warming message: everyone has skills and qualities
that can be developed. Anyone can learn to become kind,
creative, happy, and exciting.
The Vampire from the Marshes Mar 24 2022 While
reading the medical files of his scientist father, Robin
discovers a case in which a man's body has been pierced
with hundreds of holes; convinced it is the work of a
vampire, Robin and his friend Max begin to investigate
the crime.
Conan The Barbarian Vol. 1 Apr 12 2021 Collects
Conan the Barbarian (2019) #1-6. The greatest swordand-sorcery hero of all returns to Marvel! From an age
undreamed…hither came Conan the Cimmerian, blackhaired, sullen-eyed, sword in hand, a thief, a reaver, a
slayer, with gigantic melancholies and gigantic mirth, to
tread the jeweled thrones of the Earth under his sandaled
feet. Conan’s travels have brought him to the far reaches
of the unknown, from his birthplace in Cimmeria to the
kingdom of Aquilonia and all in between. But as his
fighting prowess lets him carve his way through life, so
too does it attract the forces of death! And few are more
deadly than the Crimson Witch. Robert E. Howard’s
legendary barbarian stars in an all-new ages-spanning
saga as the destiny of Conan — and King Conan — are
forever changed!
The Death and Life of Zebulon Finch, Volume One Oct

19 2021 "The story follows Zebulon Finch, a teenager
murdered in 1896 Chicago who inexplicably returns from
the dead and searches for redemption through the ages."-Beyond Death (Book One) Apr 24 2022 "With so many
supernatural tales on the shelves it's hard to find
something genuinely original yet Beyond Death fits the
description well, with author Deb McEwan bringing a
distinctive new voice to this ever popular genre." Book
Viral What really happens when we die? Claire Sylvester
is about to find out. Finding herself suspended between
Heaven and Hell she has to come to terms with the secret
lives of her family and decide how to save those that
deserve saving. While others make decisions about where
she'll spend eternity Claire, with the helping hands of an
unlikely partner and heavenly guidance, faces betrayal,
violence and evil. 'Beyond Death', a fast-paced
paranormal thriller of life, death, deceit and danger.
A Book of Death and Fish Sep 05 2020 "A bright book
and a brilliant book." - Robert Macfarlane. Peter
MacAulay sits down to write his will. The process sets in
motion a compulsive series of reflections: a history of his
own lifetime and a subjective account of how key events
in the post-war world filter through to his home,
Stornoway. He reveals his passions for history, engines
and fish, and witnesses changing times - and things that
don’t change - in the Hebrides. The novel is driven by its
idiosyncratic narrator, but with counterpoints from people
he engages with - his father, mother, wife, daughter,

friends. It’s all about stories, a litany of small histories
witnessed during one very individual lifetime.
The Death Book Mar 31 2020
Death Vigil Vol. 1 Aug 29 2022 Gifted? Join the Death
Vigil in their ongoing war against the ever-growing power
of the Primordial Enemy! The only catch is you have to
die first. Become a corporeal immortal Death Knight, and
obtain reality-altering weaponry in the neverending battle
between Good and Evil. Collects DEATH VIGIL #1-8.
Death of a Cheerleader (Riverdale, Novel #4) May 02
2020 Betty, Veronica, Cheryl and the rest of the River
Vixens are heading out of town for the weekend on a
cheerleading retreat. So Archie, Jughead and the rest of
the guys decide to have a poker night at La Bonne Nuit.
But a storm causes the power to go out, and the speakeasy
goes into lockdown. When the lights come back on, all of
the cash is gone. The thief has to be someone the guys
know... but who?
Death Book Dec 09 2020
Death Mar 12 2021 The fact that we will die, and that our
death can come at any time, pervades the entirety of our
living. There are many ways to think about and deal with
death. Among those ways, however, a good number of
them are attempts to escape its grip. In this book, Todd
May seeks to confront death in its power. He considers
the possibility that our mortal deaths are the end of us,
and asks what this might mean for our living. What
lessons can we draw from our mortality? And how might

we live as creatures who die, and who know we are going
to die? In answering these questions, May brings together
two divergent perspectives on death. The first holds that
death is not an evil, or at least that immortality would be
far worse than dying. The second holds that death is
indeed an evil, and that there is no escaping that fact. May
shows that if we are to live with death, we need to hold
these two perspectives together. Their convergence yields
both a beauty and a tragedy to our living that are
inextricably entwined.Drawing on the thoughts of many
philosophers and writers - ancient and modern - as well as
his own experience, May puts forward a particular view
of how we might think about and, more importantly, live
our lives in view of the inescapability of our dying. In the
end, he argues, it is precisely the contingency of our lives
that must be grasped and which must be folded into the
hours or years that remain to each of us, so that we can
live each moment as though it were at once a link to an
uncertain future and yet perhaps the only link we have
left.
'Til Death Feb 20 2022 From USA Today Bestselling
Author.They say there's a fine line between love and
hate.There is.I married a douchebag.I didn't know it at the
time.He came in like a handsome stranger and blew me
off my feet.I fell madly in love, like the naive girl I
am.Then he left me high and dry.Turns out, I was nothing
more than a business plan for billionaire playboy, Marcus
Tandem.He needed to be married in order to obtain his

grandfathers business, and I was the poor victim in his
path.I believed in what we had, until the truth reared its
ugly head.I never meant anything to Marcus. Not a
damned thing.With my world spinning on its axis, the girl
I once was has long since died.Instead he left me as this
empty, emotionless shell.I may have made a vow before
God to love and cherish him ‘Til Death do we part, but
it’s time for me to give back to Marcus, exactly what he
gave me.He has to pay.
Thrilled to Death Feb 29 2020 When man plays god, evil
follows in these three sci-fi fantasy thrillers by the
international bestselling author whose “pacing is nonstop”
(Publishers Weekly, on Hunter). Hunter Scientists have
accidentally tapped into the deepest recesses of the human
mind—and unleash a terrifying force. Now, with an
infected creature is loose in the Alaskan wilderness, the
America military asks expert tracker Nathaniel Hunter to
locate the beast before it destroys mankind. Cain A topsecret project brings CIA hit man Roth Tiberius Cain back
to life as the ultimate predator. But this killing machine
has the soul of a devil. Now the only chance of stopping
him rests with a soldier who lost his family, a priest who
lost his faith, and the beautiful scientist who created Cain
and then lost control of him. Leviathan On an Icelandic
Island, an illegal biological weapons experiment has
transformed an innocent creature into the biblical
Leviathan that once terrorized the world. Escaped from its
pen, Leviathan is loose in a vast underground

chamber—and if it reaches the surface, it could destroy
the world. And a lone electrical engineer must find a way
to save his family and kill this powerful Beast of Legend.
Lady Death May 26 2022 Stripped of her magic and
memory, the sword-wielding and suddenly human Lady
Death travels to exotic locations worldwide to face
terrifying enemies and reclaim her former glory. Long
ago, a young woman sacrificed her humanity to become
the otherworldly femme fatale known as Lady Death. But
now, Lady Death is no more. Stripped of her magic and
memory, dethroned by the villainous Death Queen, and
banished from the Blacklands, she escapes to Earth during
the Dark Ages in the form of an amnesiac mortal thief
named Illadra. Driven by hazy visions of her former
glory, the skillful Illadra sets off on a worldwide quest to
reclaim her fragmented power…and face the evils that her
magic has awakened. The first volume of the new Lady
Death series includes a rare prose introduction by writer
Mike Wolfer, previously only available in a hard-to-find
comic book handed out at conventions.
Angel of Death (Sean Dillon Series, Book 4) Jun 22 2019
A mysterious terrorist group is killing other terrorists,
IRA thugs and CIA and KGB agents, all in a bid to break
the fragile peace process. Sean Dillon is the only man
who can find them, if he can live long enough.
Harvenger Jun 14 2021 An innocent farm girl, suddenly
orphaned by a terrible accident, is forced to face an
isolated and vulnerable life where even the most pious of

men covet her beauty with their deep, dark and desperate
desires. In this world of mortal danger Lauryl is not
without an ally. Unknown to her she has sparked the
flame of desire in one who has not know such feelings for
eons. Unfettered, he lets the flame grow, and while it
burns any who try to harm her will fall beneath his blade.
He shows no mercy, gives no quarter. Neither kings nor
armies can touch her, because his name is Death!
Tales from the Umbrella Academy: You Look Like Death
Volume 1 May 14 2021 The first Umbrella Academy spin
off series! Umbrella Academy creators Gerard Way and
Gabriel Bá are joined by Way's Killjoys cowriter Shaun
Simon (Collapser, Electric Century) and artist INJ
Culbard (Everything, At the Mountains of Madness), for a
supernatural adventure featuring the breakout character
from the hit Netflix show, now on Season 3! When 18year-old Klaus gets himself kicked out of the Umbrella
Academy and his allowance discontinued, he heads to a
place where his ghoulish talents will be
appreciated—Hollywood. But after a magical high on a
stash stolen from a vampire drug lord, Klaus needs help,
and doesn't have his siblings there to save him. Collecting
issues #1–#6 of the first Umbrella Academy spinoff
miniseries, with a foreword by Robert Sheehan, portrayer
of Klaus in the hit Netflix series!
The Handmaiden of Death Jun 26 2022 About THE
HANDMAIDEN OF DEATH: Sixteen-year-old Amber
Marsden must fight for survival after a botched drug deal

leaves her orphaned on the frozen streets of Detroit. With
nowhere to turn, Amber takes shelter among the ruins
only to discover that she's not alone in the dark... In praise
of THE HANDMAIDEN OF DEATH: "Compellinglywritten, character-driven story that follows the life of a
wayward teen from the wrong side of the tracks who finds
herself the guest of a wealthy man who turns out to be
someone she never expected. Dialogue is incredibly
naturalistic and flows to create scenes rather than relying
heavily on narrative description to set the stage. Unique
and fresh perspective on the vampire genre and full of
deep, symbolic prose reminiscent of Anne Rice's works. I
highly recommend this up-and-coming author and look
forward to the next installment in the series." -- Bethann
Rodgers, The Bookish Maven, A Literary Blog About
The Dark Angel Trilogy: The Dark Angel Trilogy is a
contemporary coming-of-age story set against the
backdrop of a city in decline, and follows the life of
Amber Marsden, a wayward teen from a broken home
who finds herself orphaned on the frozen streets of
present-day Detroit. With nowhere left to turn, she takes
shelter amid the ruins, only to discover she is not alone in
the dark. Full of deep, symbolic prose, The Dark Angel
Trilogy is a fast-paced, character-driven series that delves
into the human psyche and is geared toward readers
seeking a vampire tale with less ‘sparkle’ and a lot more
bite. About the Author: Sarah Stafford writes dark
contemporary, genre-bending tales that deviate from the

typical haunted house trope of gothic fiction. Expect
ample suspense, thrills, and reminders that oftentimes
monsters abide within us all. No glittery vampires
allowed! Sarah lives in Michigan with her husband and
three cats, earned her BA in History from Oakland
University, and has traveled extensively throughout much
of Europe, Asia, and the USA. She credits her abiding
obsession with all things dark and macabre from having
spent her childhood summers exploring dark woods,
ruined castles, and landscapes shrouded in mystery.
'Til Death - Sep 29 2022 They say there's a fine line
between love and hate. There is. I fell in love with a
monster. He used me. He destroyed me. He made a fool
out of me. I didn't know it at the start. You never do. You
think you have found the man of your dreams. You think
nothing could break you apart. How wrong you are. I
loved Marcus Tandem with everything that was me. To
him, I was just a business deal, a way to keep something
he'd worked hard for. He never had any intentions of
returning my affections. He never wanted me in his life.
But I wanted him in mine. When you fall in love with the
devil, you expect to get burned. Marcus burned me. He
consumed me. He devastated me. Somewhere inside, I
knew he was no good. I just prayed having me in his life
might be enough. I hold onto that small hope, that maybe,
just maybe, somewhere deep down in his soul, he might
love me too. Someday.
Faces of Death Feb 08 2021 The plot thickens as Jill and

her friends must collect evidence in order to reveal the
true concept behind the mystery of the Faces of Death
murders, which will put a spin on things as the mystery
unfolds.
Death Or Glory #1 Jul 16 2021 Meet Glory, raised off
the grid in a convoy amid truckers the last men and
women fighting for true freedom on the American open
road. Now, in order to pay for her beloved dying Father's
surgery, Glory has three days to pull off four dangerous
cross-country heists with mob killers, crooked cops, and a
psycho ex-husband all out to bring her in or die trying.
The new ongoing series by New York Times bestselling
author RICK REMENDER and legendary French
superstar BENGAL brings you a high-speed chase across
the American West that examines our dwindling freedoms
and the price paid by those who fight for an untethered
life, in this special double-sized first issue with 40 pages
of story!
Chambers of Death (Volume 1 of 2) (EasyRead Super
Large 20pt Edition) Jan 10 2021 When one of her
company falls ill on a return journey to Tyndal, Prioress
Eleanor accepts lodging at a nearby manor. The
hospitality may be warm but the underlying passions
among the steward's family are scorching. Master
Stevyn's wife is having an affair with the groom while a
local widow acts more like the lady of the manor than the
lady herself. Stevyn's eldest son and spouse are obsessed
with sin and heaven, while his youngest son, bound for

the Church, unexpectedly returns with more interest in
lute playing than the priesthood. It is no surprise when
someone's throat is cut. But the sheriff does all he can to
avoid offending the family rather than seek the real killer.
When he arrests a servant, she herself is stabbed before
she can either prove innocence or be taken off for
hanging. As strangers in this place, Eleanor and Thomas
know nothing about motives or past history, yet God's
justice demands that they do what they can before another
convenient innocent is condemned. Will they discover the
dark secrets that have led to this string of killings before
the murderer strikes again?
The Book of Answers Aug 17 2021 An updated,
repackaged edition of the bestselling divination tool and
party favorite - ask a yes or no question, open the book,
find your answer - with more than a million copies in
print. Should you ask your boss for a raise? Call that cutie
you met at a party? Sell your Google stock? Tell your best
friend her boyfriend's cheating? The answer to these
questions (and hundreds of others) is in this fun and
weirdly wise little book that's impossible to put down. It's
simple to use: just hold it closed in your hands and
concentrate on your question for a few seconds. While
visualizing or speaking your question, place one palm
down on the book's front and stroke the edge of the pages
back to front. When you sense the time is right, open to
the page your fingers landed on and there is your answer!
Fun, satisfying, and a lot less time-consuming than asking

everyone you know for advice. Over 1 million copies in
print!
Death by the Book Oct 26 2019 July 1936 When
Georgette Dorothy Marsh's dividends fall along with the
banks, she decides to write a book. Her only hope is to
bring her account out of overdraft and possibly buy some
hens. The problem is that she has so little imagination she
uses her neighbors for inspiration. She little expects
anyone to realize what she's done. So when Chronicles of
Harper's Bend becomes a bestseller, her neighbors are
questing to find out just who this "Joe Johns" is and
punish him. Things escalate beyond what anyone would
imagine when one of her prominent characters turns up
dead. It seems that the fictional end Georgette had written
for the character spurred a real-life murder. Now to find
the killer before it is discovered who the author is and she
becomes the next victim. Book ONE in The Poison Ink
Mysteries. Georgette Marsh might be a quiet wallflower
and treated as such, but it's time for this wallflower to
blossom. Are you ready to journey with her as she decides
to craft a new life? If so, you'll love Miss Marsh! For fans
of Carola Dunn, Jacqueline Winspear, Georgette Heyer,
and Lee Strauss. A light, cozy historical mystery. No
swearing, graphic scenes, or cliffhangers.
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